Reviews:
“First time at Vision Care this morning with Dr. Fitch. Everyone
from the front to the back is awesome. I would recommend this
place to everyone. Very knowledgeable, friendly, and they take
the time to explain everything.”
-Jaime C.
“Vision Care Center does a great job! Dr. Cundiff listens to your
needs and finds the vision solution that works for you. We're all
different it's refreshing to find someone that is both
knowledgeable and listens. Thanks!”
-Scott S.
“Highly recommend. VCC is very friendly, informative, clean,
honest, and well put together. I have been going to VCC for
years, and have not been bounced around from doctor to doctor.
Since day one, Dr. Fitch has been there. I feel if he isn't there,
Dr Cundiff will treat me just the same. Keep up the good work.”
-Mary C.
“Dr. Fitch is awesome! Took care of my scratched eye, even
after regular hours. That kind of care is rare these days.”
-Myra W.
“Vision Care Center is a great place to go. They know how to
give you the best vision they possibly can. Very knowledgeable
and friendly.Been going there for many years.”
-Debbie C.
“I've always gone to Illinois Eye Center & have had good
experiences, but the wait times & lack of flexibility in
appointment times was just too much! Vision Care Center got
my son in quickly at a convenient time & we didn't wait one
minute past our appointment time! On top of that, Dr. Cundiff
was wonderful with my son, was very thorough & explained
everything very well. Dr. Cundiff came very highly recommended
by several of my friends & he did not disappoint.”
-Erin G.
“Brilliant doctors, knowledgeable staff and great professional
service!”
-Marguerite T.
“Met Dr. Fitch at APACHE Homeschool convention at Grace
Church. What a gifted doctor.”
-John H.
“The very best place for eye care in IL. I would go no where else
and in fact fly back to Peoria from Seattle just to see the staff
and Doctors here. I highly recommended all of their services.”
-Job A.
“As an out-of-town patient I was treated with exceptional service
by Dr. Timothy Cundiff and his team. From the receptionist to the
technician to the eye doctor himself, everyone was courteous
and professional. I was seen in a timely manner, had the nature
of my eye injury/condition explained thoroughly, and was given a
treatment that resolved the situation within 48 hours. Dr. Cundiff
even gave me his cell number should my condition have
worsened. Not only does he run a quality vision center, it is my
understanding that he also gives back to his community in the
Peoria area. I had actually planned on going to the Urgent Care
facility nearby when I spotted his office. I'm so glad I did!”
-Tammy B.
“Dr. Fitch and his staff are top-notch! Thorough exam, highest
quality lenses, excellent guidance and outstanding frame
selection. Really feel like I always get the best prescription to fit
my needs. Love my progressive lenses. Everyone is superknowledgeable and they treat you well!”
-Janice L.
“I know more about my eye problem now. Dr. Cundiff is great at
explaining things.”
-Patsy L.
“Always prompt and very friendly.”
-Norma C.
“Great attitude and attention by all the people there. Dr. Fitch
gives special attention to any concerns.”
-Walter B.
“Very professional and courteous staff.”
-Jason G.
“Friendly staff. Pleasant atmosphere Parking never a problem.”
-Sharon K.
“I have been seeing Dr. Fitch for many years and after I had two
concussions in 2014, his help has allowed me to continue
working hard at college and my job amidst daily headaches. His
ability to see a patient and look past the simple exam to the
deeper aspects of the patient and his/her specific circumstances
is what makes his such an incredible doctor. I travel to see him
all the way from West Lafayette because of much respect I have
for him, so I would highly recommend him!”
-Braden B.
“After getting no answers from several doctors following a TBI
injury, Dr. Fitch seems to understand what I have been going
through. He's update on the latest findings and technology that
gives someone like me hope that my headaches, balance and
vision issues can be corrected. Staff is professional,
compassionate and understanding of my situation.”
-Scott R.
“Have been seeing Dr. Fitch since he purchased the practice.
Have had great service with my glasses and contacts for years.”
-Gary D.
“They provide comprehensive eye exams and always take time
needed to fully answer any questions.”
-James B.
“Very friendly and competent people. Dr. Fitch is the best.”
-Harold T.
“Never have to wait ... staff is very efficient....i trust Dr. Fitch with
my eyes. Many years ago he got me in contacts after i had been
told by another doctor I couldn't wear them.”
-Shirley R.
“To our questions, I really appreciate the informed and complete
answers that Dr Cundiff gave us during our last visit.”
-Herbert C.
“I've been going to Dr. Fitch since I was 14. I'm 37 now. He
cares and it's obvious.”
-Chelsea H.
“Staff is always friendly and helpful.”
-Patricia C.
“Always the highest rating.. Wonderful staff from front to back
and Dr. Fitch is great.. I love how you even offer to send my
contact lenses to home, even tho I will pick them up at your
office.. But it is nice to have that option.. You will always be my
eye care choice.”
-Jaime C.
“Love that Dr Tim is doing Facebook Live.”
-Sharon G.
“Dr Fitch is outstanding in his field. -Nancy B.”
-Nancy B.
“My visit was very professionally conducted,... from front desk,
doctor assistants and doctor's examination of my eyes.”
-Gordon C.
“Vision Care Center was great!! I was very impressed. They
treated me well, gave me a thorough exam, answered all my
questions, and gave me honest feedback. The lady in optical
helped me pick out a stellar pair of glasses.”
-Andrew M.
“Dr Fitch is an excellent doctor. he is always curious and takes a
special interest in each patients care.”
-Leila M.
“First time getting a eye exam at age 51. Everyone there made
me feel at ease during the whole procedure. Dr.Fitch was very
helpful explaining tests he was performing. Good experience.”
-Kenneth O.
“Most thorough exam of any optometry office I've ever been to!”
-Christy R.
“Faith in my care professionals is very important to me. Trust Dr.
Fitch, he is an excellent optometrist.”
-Susan L.
“Very nice office. The staff are kind and professional. Dr. Cundiff
explains things very clearly.”
-Ann C.
“Dr Cundiff is so personable and I love the technicians who do
the first part of eye appt!”
-Amy P.
“I have been to numerous eye doctors. Typically, I just go see
whoever has an appt available whether it is a box store or a
corner eye place. But after going to Vision Care Center I have
found a permanent eye doctor! It is amazing the difference of
customer service, quality, and everyone genuinely seemed to
care. I look forward to going back.”
-Kristy M.
“Dr. Tim is the best! Thank you!!”
-Marie G.
“All of the staff were very friendly and very knowledgeable. I feel
that they care.”
-Stephen G.
“Fast, friendly and efficient. They always take time for explaining
test and procedures in depth if I require more than
generalization. I love Dr. Fitch.”
-Carol M.
“First, I had a piece of the eye's gel break loose and float around
the liquid vitreous of my eye. This presented itself as a shadow
in my vision. This was extremely concerning. Your office fit me in
for an appointment on the day I called. My concern was taken
seriously. This was outstanding customer service. Dr. Fitch
explained the issue to me fairly clearly using an analogy. This
was helpful. Fortunately, my medical concern was not an
emergency. But, I am grateful for the immediate scheduling of
an appointment. Thank you for your expertise and desire to take
care of your patient's needs.”
-Carol W.
“Always great care, friendly staff and resolved issues!”
-Leslie H.
“I was taking my daughter for a while to the doctor's office and
had great results and a very pleasant experience every time we
enjoyed talking. Now I went as a patient for a check and the
situation was the same. Very professional as usual and an
enjoyable conversation as well.”
-Luis E.
“Five stars is for the excellent care that you give your patients
when they come in.”
-Elizabeth H.
“I have been searching for a good eye doctor where I felt valued
and appreciated as a patient without having unnecessary
procedures done, and quality time taken during the appointment
for quite some time now. My appointment with Dr. Cundiff not
only made me feel appreciated as a new patient, but also - he
answered questions and explained what is going on with my
eyes in a thorough and understandable way. He took his time,
did not make me feel rushed and was very detailed in not only
his evaluation of my eyes but asked questions and answered
just as many during my appointment time.”
-Dona Y.
“As always, we are satisfied with the service we receive at
Vision Care Center.”
-Michael C.
“Great visit. Dr. Fitch always explains things well. I am always
confident I have gotten the best care.”
-Bobbette P.
“Dr. Fitch was awesome. I will refer everyone I can to him.”
-Richard R.
“Always a thorough exam and a friendly experience.”
-Paul O.
“Dr Cundiff and staff were friendly, professional and made me
feel like a valued customer!”
-Lisa C.
“Loved it. The staff was very friendly. The lady that helped me
pick out my frames was so helpful and honest about how the
look. Great place.”
-Stephanie C.
“Your staff are all so nice and helpful. Plus you run your office
with such care for your patients. Thank you for caring. Our visits
are quick but thorough. Thank you again.”
-Judy M.
“The support staff is very friendly and helpful. Dr. Cundiff is
amazing.”
-Logan D.
“We always have a great experience in your office. Dr. Cundiff is
always super friendly, helpful and caring!”
-Nick K.
“Dr Fitch has the latest equipment as well as the knowledge and
experience necessary to determine my vision status and to
communicate those finding both verbally and visually in a way I
can understand. He is always personal and pleasant, and takes
the time to answer any questions I may have. I have trusted my
vision care to him for many years, and would not hesitate to
recommend him to anyone in need of such services.”
-James W.
“Great service. Dr. Cundiff was excellent. Explained everything
and was very informative.”
-Heather M.
“very customer service oriented..always willing to help and
eager to make sure their clients are served tiemly and efficently.
the doctors are top notch, provide a very thorough eye exam,
taking time to listen and explain. The appointments run timely
and are very coordinated and efficient. The staff is wonderful
and eager to help as soon as you walk in the door... Great Great
place...”
-Jan J.
“Dr. Fitch and his staff go above and beyond to do what is
necessary to make patient completely satisfied before they
leave. They continually work with you until Dr. Fitch gives you
the results he is hoping for and the results that you are happy
with before you leave. I have nothing but good things to say
about Vision Care Center.”
-Michele L.
“As always is was great to meet with Dr. Cundiff. He explained
everything he was doing and happily answered all of my
questions. The tech, Kevin, was terrific as well.”
-Jared W.
“Dr. Cundiff and the whole staff are great. Very knowledgeable
and professional. They are friendly and take time to listen to
you.”
-Dean K.
“Had my vision check and visit went very well. Dr Fitch always
explains what's going on with my eyes and makes good
recommendations. Another great visit and check up. Thanks.”
-Bonnie B.
“Dr Cundiff works well with my son that has some disabilities.”
-Michelle S.
“Best service, best care, very thorough while performing eye
examination. The doctor explains all procedures and results of
exam clearly and makes the appointment comfortable.”
-Ruth H.
“I could not be more satisfied with the way we are treated.
Excellent service and care. Staff and all personal are very
friendly.”
-Roger C.
“My visit was smooth and efficient. I was pleased.”
-William A.
“I have been going here for 3 years now and this is by far the
best eye care office I have ever been to. The staff are all very
friendly and helpful and Dr. Cundiff is very thorough and caring,
always explaining things to watch for relating to my vision. This
was also the first office that had an actual understanding of
billing my insurance and made sure I got everything my
insurance covered without me paying more than I should out of
pocket. I recommend this office to anyone looking for a
wonderful eye care experience!”
-Amanda W.
“5-stars, definitely! Wouldn't trade Dr. Fitch for anything.
Answered my questions without my asking them. Kudos for his
kindness and consideration. I have recommended him to a
friend, and hereby also recommend him to any readers. Have
been a patient since 1987. -Claire D.”
-Claire D.
“Quick service, but with lots of attention to patient. I had an early
morning Saturday appointment, but the office was ready to see
me even 15 minutes early. The assistant was quick and friendly,
and I did not wait more than a couple minutes to be seen by Dr.
Cundiff. Dr. Cundiff was very friendly and took the time to fully
answer any questions I had and ensured that I was happy with
the decisions made for my prescriptions. I'm extremely satisfied
with my experience at VCC.”
-Benjamin D.
“Vision Care Center is the standard for all eye related needs
with state of the art diagnostic machines, courteous staff and
knowledgeable, competent doctors.”
–James B.
“Always professional and caring treatment at this office. Every
patient seems to matter to the whole staff!”
-Karen W.
“I have been a patient of Dr. Fitch's for many years. I had been
to several other Optometrists before Dr. Fitch. I've never met a
nicer more caring doctor. He is the greatest problem solver ever.
His main interest seems to be solving problems. He listens to his
patients and NEVER acts like their ideas are silly. If a patient
has an idea of a solution to a problem, he LISTENS in a
meaningful way and thinks about what you've said--even if it
won't work. Then he either explains why it won't work or tries to
work out the details to see if he can make it work. I couldn't be
more happy to recommend him.”
-Judith V.
“Dr Cundiff always treats me very kindly and the care is
excellent. I would recommend them highly. His assistant is also
very friendly.”
-Sheila P.
“Outstanding care with friendly service. Those involved with my
care were friendly and attentive to my needs.”
-Paul L.
“Dr. Fitch is the only optometrist I have gone to for at least the
last 10 years. He is excellent and great at providing a great
prescription for my glasses.”
-Matthew B.
“My whole family is seen in this office: myself, my husband and
our 2 girls, ages 10 and 7. We have seen both providers in this
office: they are very thorough and knowledgeable. Have been
super with the kiddos! Office staff at all levels have been
wonderful, too! Highly recommend them if you are looking for an
eye care office.”
-Kelly P.
“Been going to see Dr. Fitch for years. will not go anywhere else.
Always the best of service, no gimmicks, pleasant staff.”
-Daniel O.
“As usual, very thorough exam and and was pleased with to find
not much had changed. Nice to receive such special care!
Thanks Dr. Cundiff and Kevin.”
-Maida H.
“Dr. Fitch has worked relentless with me on getting a pair of gas
permeable contacts that will help me see but also not irritate my
eyes. I have worked with multiple eye doctors over the past 20
years and none have compared to Dr. Fitch and his cutting edge
ability to work with gas permeable contacts.”
-Trevor M.
“Dr. Fitch is always pleasant and inforative, keeping me well
informed of my vision particulars. The staff are pleasant and
helpful.”
-Jon H.
“I am always very pleased with the Dr. Fitch and staff.”
-Drew S.
“Wonderful experience. We transferred here on a referral from
family members. Very personalized service, did not feel like we
were just a number or on an assembly line of patients. Easy to
schedule appointments. Dr. Cundiff explained things that have
never been brought up in the 12 years our family has been
seeing an eye doctor. Would highly recommend!”
-Kristin S.
“The appointment was on time, no waiting. The technician was
knowledgable and friendly. Dr. Cundiff was awesome, friendly,
and I feel very comfortable with his diagnosis / treatment. Thank
you.”
-Annette L.
“Dr. Fitch and Dr. Cundiff are two of the friendliest optometrists
that I have ever met. They always treat me in the most
courteous way. Their expertise is top notch and I'd refer them to
anyone.”
-Jason K.
“I am now 76 - best eye care I've ever had. Thank God for Dr.
Fitch!”
-Corinne S.
“Good service. Not a long wait. I've seen Dr. Fitch for over 25
years. Very caring doctor.”
-Dorothy S.
“Very pleased with the prompt service and genuine concern for
the patient.”
-Marilyn L.
“Vision Care Center is very professional and pleasant
atmosphere for a medical practice.”
-Robert H.
“My experience at this office is always fantastic. Dr. Cundiff is
amazing. He is very thorough and knowledgeable and friendly.”
-Terri M.
“Every visit to Vision Care Center is so pleasant! Dr. Fitch's & Dr.
Cundiff's friendly and fun personalities always make
appointments enjoyable. The staff is beyond kind & eager to
help you with a smile. If you want the best for your eyes, I
recommend Vision Care Center!”
-Tasjianna B.
“Everyone in the office is very professional and wonderful to
work with. My family and I travel from Bloomington because we
trust Dr. Cundiff and the professionalism of everyone else in the
office.”
-Terri K.
“My son is autistic and struggles from dyslexia and Dr. Cundiff
handled our situation with such grace! Thanks Dr. Cundiff.”
-Michelle S.
“Vision Care Center has a welcoming and friendly environment.
As soon as you walk through the door you're greeted with a
smile and prompt service. The staff is very thorough in finding
out what is best for you and getting it to you swiftly. Even my
fellow patients were friendly.”
-Bryant M.
“Very good service, and the people are great!”
-Michele G.
“We always receive excellent care while we are in the office.”
-Roger C.
“Before I came to Dr. Fitch I didn't think it was possible to correct
my vision very well. I had been to two other doctors and neither
of them could get it right. Dr. Fitch got my prescription perfect
the first try. He keeps up with all the latest testing, too. He's the
best!”
-Rebecca B.
“FIVE STARS for Vision Care Center.”
-Mary L.
“Professional office and staff. Everyone was very friendly and
informative.”
-Lester V.
“When I asked my grandson on the way home how he liked
going to Dr. Cundiff, he said I LOVED it! Dr. Cundiff was very
patient with him & did a good job explaining the exam to me.”
-Jan H.
“It is always a pleasure going to Vision Care Center.”
-Payton L.
“I was so appreciative of the thorough explanation Dr. Cundiff
gave me during my son's appointment. Michael has had glasses
for a year, and we were never told what the tests were or what
they were looking for at Illinois Eye Center. No one ever told me
that his problem was a lazy eye. I am very thankful to know what
is going on with his eyes and what course of treatment will help
him the best. Thank you!”
-Christopher N.
“The Staff was friendly and business like. Everyone knew their
jobs, very pleasant atmosphere. Best of all The Dr. said I was
OK even though my wife doesn’t agree. THANK YOU.”
-William D.
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“My appt. was excellent with Dr. Cundiff. He explains everything
very well. Everyone in the office is very pleasant. ”
-Linda B.
“Dr. Cundiff is very informative. Explains everything in detail.
Great eye doctor!!”
-Maura M.
“I always appreciate the current state of the art feeling that I get
from the way the staff and especially Dr. Fitch work at Vision
Care Center.”
-Brad K.
“We love Dr. Cundiff, great, friendly staff.”
-Jennifer H.
“We have always had great visits. Dr. Fitch and the therapy
team are amazing!”
-Kennedy M.
“I wouldn't change a thing. It was an awesome visit. Love this
place and happy to say I have found my permanent eye doctor
and place.”
-Jaime C.
“The best eye doctor in Peoria – bar none. Dr. Cundiff is the best
eye doctor I have ever had. I am so glad that I made the switch
to Vision Care Center. He and his team are professional,
welcoming, thorough and always on time. There is never a long
wait during appointments and visits are always efficient but
incredibly thorough. He is passionate about his profession and is
always willing to spend as much time as needed to explain
things. Highly recommend!!”
-Lisa G.
“Love you guys! Always so helpful :)”
-Susan W.
“Dr. Cundiff is wonderful at explaining everything clearly and is
very patient with my kids.”
-Brittany F.
“I appreciate Dr. Fitch's understanding of my eye challenges.
Pleasant & knowledgeable staff. Thanks to all!”
-Marth R.
“I can't express how much I appreciate our experience in your
office. Not only has my daughter's eyesight improved greatly, but
we are also treated with kindness and respect. Thank you!”
-Mary D.
“I have always been 100% satisfied with Dr. Cundiff and always
telling my family and friends how everyone in the office has
been extremely helpful”
-Sharon G.
“I have referred others. Really appreciate the personal touch,
tips from the doctor, and great selection of glasses.”
-Carla M.
“I have never had a better experience with my eye care. The
staff is great and Dr. Cundiff is awesome!”
-Nicole L.
“It has been wonderful to work with this man, Dr. Fitch. Kind and
very thorough. I trust him with my eyes.”
-Judy M.
“EXCELLENT! No question, my visit was over the top and
20/20.”
-Gordon C.
“Everyone was friendly, knowledgeable and engaged. Very nice
experience.”
-Patrick O.
“Dr. Fitch spent extra time ensuring my vision concerns were
properly addressed. Very informative and interesting
discussion.”
-Stephen B.
“Dr. Cundiff does a thorough examination. He makes me feel
comfortable thru the process and answers all of my questions.
Feeling comfortable enough to ask even the smallest of
questions of a doctor is important to me, so this is much
appreciated. I always leave knowing where I stand with my eye
care. In choosing eye wear, I tend to have a difficult time.
However, the staff in optical made this process a breeze. Where
it normally would take me months to find something, I was able
to leave with not one but 2 pairs on order. They know how to fit
frames properly based of size and shape of face. They give
honest feedback to help you decide what will work long term.
Thank you!”
-Shanna V.
“My visit was a very pleasant experience. Everyone on the staff
is very professional and friendly.”
-Paula R.

